
OPEN YOUR EYES 
Bis Millaa Hir Rahmaa Nir Raheem 

(In the name of A L W I .  Ever Graciou, Ever Merclfil.) 

Do you know what is going on around the world? 

1. Islam is under pressure and attack all over the 
world from Christians, Jews, Hindus. IMF, World Bank, 
Radio, Television. Print Media, Journalists and Politicians. 
Their attack is relentless and it is from all sides-political 
as well as economical. 

2. Take any problem of the world and you will find 
that religion is the end cause of them all. 

3. Today Islam is being maligned and 
misrepresented with ulterior motives. Anti-Islam 
propaganda is on the increase. Anti Islam forces do not 
miss an opportunity to belittle or insult Muslims. They 
mitigate the importance of lslam. Mosques are being 
demolished, burned and even debarred by barbed wires, 
mounted horses and guns. 

4. The question 1s why all this burst of anti Islam 
propaganda, prejudice and hatred now? 

5. The answer is- because Islam, Once again, after 
the Second World War, is on the rise. There is once again 
the renaissance and the resurgence of lslam. The Qur'aanic 
Truth is asserting itself once again. 

6 .  With the ascendancy of Islam in future, the 
present Capitalist System together with its moral, family 
~ n d  educational system are bound to suffer. Hence the 
attack is on lslam. 

7. Islam does not permit the accumulation of wealth 
in a few hands. In Capitalist System there is an inward flow 
of wealth from many to a few. Contrary to this, in Islam 
there 1s an outward flow of wealth from a few rich to many 
poor. Also, Islamic social, moral family and spiritual values 
are par excellent compared to those of West. 



8. Due to these opposite and contradictory ideals and 
perceptions the situation is critical for the Muslim world at 
present. 

9. In order to neutralise the evil propaganda and to 
correct the people's misplaced faiths, 1 am trying to do a 
little bit on three fronts. 

10, Firstly, I write a few Islamic Books. 1 then get 
them printed in thousands. Then 1 post them and distribute 
them to various countries of the world so that the truthful 
message of Glorious Qur'aan reaches the farthest cornel- of 
the world and it opens their eyes to the Majesty and Glory 
of Holy Qur'aan-the uncorrupted Divlne Word of 
ALLAH. 

11. Secondly, I project the correct and worth 
emulating Personality of Prophet Muhammad (Sal Lal 
Laahu 'Alai Hi Wa Sallam) to those who are unfamiliar 
with ALLAH'S last Messenger's Personality. I n  my books, 
I try to show them how his great personality was 
interwoven with the commands of Glorious Qur'aan- 
which is the uncorrupted Divine Word of ALLAH. 

12. Thirdly, I did extensive research work on Bible 
and Christianity. I was corcerned and dismayed at their 
Spiritual Plight. In order to help them erase their misplaced 
faith. I wrote seven small books on Christianity. 1 got them 
printed in thousands and then distributed and posted them 
to various organisations-the world over. 

13. I visit churches. hold discussions, talk to Christian 
audiences and hold informal debates. I have converted 
some Christians to Islamic Faith--onc of them wab a 
Christian priest! 
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